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Lesson Overview: Septic Bacteria are simple organisms that make our modern sewage system 
possible. In the life cycle of natural fiber tissue products, such as toilet paper, breakdown and dis-
integration are the essential final act of the product. Bacteria is the main consumer of this material. 
This lesson explores the processes that lead to that disintegration. It also includes a longitudinal 
study of the power these organisms yield over organic matter.  

STANDARDS (NGS)
HS-PS3-3 Energy 
Design, build, and refine a device that works within given constraints to convert one form of energy 
into another form of energy

HS-LS2-2 Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
Construct and review and explanation based on evidence for the cycling of matter and flow of  
energy in aerobic and anaerobic conditions

HS ESS3-3 Earth and Human Activity 
Create a computational simulation to illustrate the relationships among management of natural  
resources, the sustainability of human populations, and biodiversity.

HS ESS3-4 Earth and Human Activity 
Evaluate or refine a technological solution that reduces impacts of human activities on natural  
systems

OBJECTIVES 
1) Research the steps of the sewage and water reclamation process. 
2) Focus research on the behaviors, anatomy, and habitat of the bacteria that comprise the  

Secondary Step of the water reclamation process.
3) Practice basic lab protocol, scientific method ordering, and use of standard lab tools
4) Develop and conduct a longitudinal study of the effects that septic bacteria have on water  

reclamation OR
5) Conduct a scientific observation and record in a field journal. 
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BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE Review for you

(Waste Water Treatment Process Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvPakzqM3h8&t=416s

&pbjreload=10

(Septic Systems) https://www.epa.gov/septic/how-your-septic-system-works

(types of bacteria) https://kyocp.wordpress.com/2012/06/14/types-of-bacteria-used-in-wastewa-

ter-treatment/ 

(types of bacteria, great key word bank) https://www.watertechonline.com/microorganisms-in-

activated-sludge/

(steps for observing bacteria under a microscope, great diagram of the bacteria)

https://www.iowaruralwater.org/tools_tips/toni_glymp/Bacteria-Protozoa.pdf

MATERIALS 
n Copies of Elemental Presents: What Happens to Toilet Paper after you flush?
n Copies of the Bacteria Diagram from 

https://www.iowaruralwater.org/tools_tips/toni_glymp/Bacteria-Protozoa.pdf
n Septic Study Kit: Create as many kits as needed for group work. 3-4 members in a group is ideal.
 p  2 fishbowls filled with tap water (old fishbowl water allowed to algae over a week is perfect)
p  sediment and grit (sand & small pebble gravel)
p  bioactive treatment pouches 

https://www.amazon.com/Bio-Active-Septic-Tank-Treatment-Supply/dp/B002YI74U0
p  Student generated experiment logs

  

n Toilet Paper Disintegration DEMO BIN 
 p  Elemental Toilet paper roll
 p  a clear jar filled with water

RV Septic Safe Test Video

*OPTION: a class set of microscopes and wet mount slides 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvPakzqM3h8&t=416s&pbjreload=10 
https://www.epa.gov/septic/how-your-septic-system-works 
https://kyocp.wordpress.com/2012/06/14/types-of-bacteria-used-in-wastewater-treatment/ 
https://www.watertechonline.com/microorganisms-in-activated-sludge/
https://www.iowaruralwater.org/tools_tips/toni_glymp/Bacteria-Protozoa.pdf 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xL0afiGiOJtnOPl5vkKDHZKtiazI70f1tyeYMCKBszA/edit
https://www.iowaruralwater.org/tools_tips/toni_glymp/Bacteria-Protozoa.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Bio-Active-Septic-Tank-Treatment-Supply/dp/B002YI74U0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NcSYVHXah03SHDOcHi0SkeomP4Grb111/view
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KEY TERMS 
1) BACTERIA—Aerobic bacteria remove organic nutrients
2) PROTOZOA—Remove & digests dispersed bacteria and suspended particles
3) METAZOA—Dominate longer age systems including lagoons
4) FILAMENTOUS BACTERIA—bulking sludge (poor settling & turbid effluent)
5) ALGAE AND FUNGI—Fungi is present with pH changes & older sludge
6) AEROBIC—able to process oxygen with ease
7) ANAEROBIC—unable to process oxygen with ease

ANTICIPATORY SET: TIntroduce the Septic or Waste Water Treatment Process. 

SCRIPT THIS: Need help starting the lesson? We have you covered below! 

“Waste Water Treatment Plants are places where used municipal/city water is cleaned and recycled 
back through the plumbing systems of homes and businesses. This process is accomplished in a 
series of 3 main steps. Septic systems are smaller microcosms of wastewater treatment plants, and 
usually hold waste  capacity for a single household. They are favored in rural areas that are too far to 
pipe into a municipal or city sewer system. But both wastewater and septic systems have harnessed 
biology to engineer a solution to a big common problem. Today we are going to research and begin 
an experimental study about these fascinating organisms that make reusing our water possible. 

Have students read aloud and/or discuss the steps of What Happens to Toilet Paper After You Flush 
WS. (You may lecture or have students pre-read)
Elemental Presents: What Happens to Toilet Paper after you flush?

*Complete Toilet Paper Demo for Class. 
RV Septic Safe Test Video (Steps for testing if toilet paper will decompose)

“Because toilet paper is an organic fiber, once it begins its journey through the waste water treat-
ment process, it will disintegrate. The remaining fibrous particles of the toilet paper make up the 
bulk of the ‘food’ the bacteria (introduced in the secondary step) must consume. Let me demon-
strate how this works with a short, simple experiment.”  

Steps: 
1) Place 2 pieces of toilet paper in a clear jar of water. 
2) Secure lid, Shake vigorously for 15 seconds.
3) Time how long it takes to disintegrate and dissolve in the water. 
4) Make observations about the state of the paper.
5) Compare this to your toilet paper as it travels through the sewage pipes. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xL0afiGiOJtnOPl5vkKDHZKtiazI70f1tyeYMCKBszA/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NcSYVHXah03SHDOcHi0SkeomP4Grb111/view
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INSTRUCTION 
1) Review the secondary step of the waste water treatment process where bacteria are introduced 

to the septic tanks to help eat away harmful bacteria. These bacteria are chosen for their AN-
AEROBIC or AEROBIC functions. 

2) Introduce or review the anatomy of the bacteria. Provide this article’s diagram of a microorgan-
ism like bacteria for better visual aid. 

https://www.iowaruralwater.org/tools_tips/toni_glymp/Bacteria-Protozoa.pdf

What is the difference between ANAEROBIC and AEROBIC organisms? Answer: Microscopic organ-
isms like bacteria are CLASSIFIED on a spectrum of oxygen intake capabilities. Anaerobic organisms 
cannot process oxygen readily and therefore cannot consume or absorb other organic materials 
easily. Aerobic organisms are just the opposite, and are placed upon the other end of the spectrum. 
They easily absorb or metabolize oxygen and therefore are ideal candidates in the wastewater treat-
ment process to ingest the remaining organic particle waste. 

OPTION: Further Research this article about septic bacteria and its role in the sewage process as 
a group. Discuss the findings. This is a superb handout for keywords as you compare the different 
varieties of bacteria to consider when constructing a septic system. 
https://kyocp.wordpress.com/2012/06/14/types-of-bacteria-used-in-wastewater-treatment/

https://www.iowaruralwater.org/tools_tips/toni_glymp/Bacteria-Protozoa.pdf
https://kyocp.wordpress.com/2012/06/14/types-of-bacteria-used-in-wastewater-treatment/
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GUIDED PRACTICE 
Option 1: Whole Class or groups
Teacher will introduce the students to the materials in the Septic Studies Kit. Explain that students 
will develop their own longitudinal study with the 2 tanks, grit, and septic bacteria. 

“The septic bacteria in the packets are considered AEROBIC organisms, and quite useful for the 
job of cleaning water for reclamation. Today you will be tasked with designing an experiment that 
proves how effectively they work to do just this job.”

TASK: What experiment can you design to demonstrate the effectiveness of bacteria at work using 
the materials from the Septic Kit? 

“Scientists create the questions they wish to answer, observe the natural world, develop the most 
likely solution, and then build their experiment to solve or prove their ‘theory’ correct. Let’s create 
some questions that you (your groups) may want to ask and prove. 

Generate Questions:
Develop and Share as a class—”Questions to consider when designing your experiment”
Some samples include: 
What additional material might help your experiment?
What material can realistically be added?
How would you prove the bacteria can clean the water?
How does your experiment mimic the waste water treatment process?

Students will create experimental logs for recording weekly findings, develop a hypothesis corre-
lated to the Septic bacteria and their efficacy, and create “control groups” vs experimental groups 
from the kits. Students will conduct the experiment over the specified course of time you set. 

A simple sample experiment idea: Have the 2 bowls filled with water and grit (sand and pebbles) 
but only place the septic bacteria in one of the bowls. Use the other bowl as a control group. Re-
cord the difference in the water quality over 3-4 weeks. 
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OPTION 2: Lab Partners
1. Using the septic bacteria packets, follow the steps from the article below to observe the  

bacteria under the microscope. 

https://www.iowaruralwater.org/tools_tips/toni_glymp/Bacteria-Protozoa.pdf

Wet Mount
A wet mount is used to examine live microorganisms. Cell measurements and cell shape can be 
determined.
–Place a drop of a well-mixed representative sample on a clean grease-free slide.
–Place a clean cover glass is on top. Avoid entrapment of air as much as possible.
–The size of the drop is critical. If the drop is too big the cover glass will float. If the drop is too 
small the sample will dry up too quickly. Use a pipette with a small opening.

2. In pairs or small groups, have students prepare slides and observe the bacteria 

3. Students should create a ‘field journal entry’ much like Charles Darwin, complete with sketches 
of the bacteria and written observations of the organism behaviors. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-47lJ-fso7U (How and Why Science Journaling  
video-OPTIONAL)

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Students will develop and begin their experiments or lab observations.   

ASSESSMENT Students will continuously record their on-going experiment. Weekly reporting is 
the best.   

https://www.iowaruralwater.org/tools_tips/toni_glymp/Bacteria-Protozoa.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-47lJ-fso7U

